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Labels are used in most sectors of the global economy,
but mainly in primary packaging applications. As a result,
label demand tends to track trends in production activity
and is particularly sensitive to trends in nondurable goods
segments such as food processing, beverage production,
chemical manufacturing, and pharmaceutical processing.

production. Bottled water consumption continues to grow
in developed markets such as France, Germany, Italy, and
the US. However, a number of developing countries -including Brazil, China, Indonesia, Mexico, and Thailand
-- have also become significant bottled water consumers,
in part because public water safety is suspect.

Asia/Pacific to post fastest growth

Pressure sensitive labels to remain
leading type

The largest regional label markets are where there is the
most manufacturing activity, including North America,
Western Europe, and the industrialized portions of the
Asia/Pacific region. North America and Western Europe
are relatively mature markets and are expected to exhibit
modest growth through 2020. In contrast, the Asia/Pacific
region is expected to register the fastest growth among
regional markets, even as the massive Chinese market’s
growth slows considerably as its economic growth decelerates. Manufacturing activity is also forecast to grow
rapidly in the Africa/Mideast region, leading to above
average growth for label demand. Eastern Europe and
Central and South America are forecast to post somewhat
slower growth, due largely to the anticipated economic
underperformance of Russia and Brazil, which are the
dominant label markets in their respective regions.

Food & beverage applications
largest label markets
Food and beverage processing applications combine to
account for about 30 percent of global label demand. The
food segment will remain larger, although beverage label
growth will be faster. Gains for beverage label demand
will be supported by sustained growth in bottled water

Pressure sensitive labels have become the most common
label format, though glue-applied labels still have a strong
presence in several applications, such as beverage packaging. Niche products such as in-mold labels will register
strong growth through 2020. Pharmaceutical labels will
exhibit the fastest growth among major markets. Robust
increases in global drug production will be the primary
factor driving growth.

Study coverage
This study examines the global market for labels. It offers
historical demand data (2005, 2010 and 2015) plus forecasts (2020 and 2025) in square meters by application
method (pressure sensitive, glue-applied, and other -including sleeves and in-mold), backing material (paper,
plastic and other), and market (food, beverages, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, durable goods, other) in 6 regions
and 20 major countries. The study also assesses industry
structure, evaluates company market share, and offers
competitive analysis on industry participants, including
Avery Dennison, Brady, CCL Industries, Cenveo, LINTEC,
Multi-Color, UPM Raflatac, and WS Packaging.
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Industry study with forecasts for 2020 & 2025

other regions

Table 6-8 | India: Label Demand by Application Method & Material
(million square meters)
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Russia: Label Demand by Application Method & Material
Demand for labels in Russia approached 1.4 billion square meters in
Manufacturing Value Added (bil 2014$)
595
951 1278
2015, representing almost 45 percent of total demand in Eastern Europe. m2 labels/000$ MVA		
1.52 1.53 1.67
Russia is the largest national market in the region by a wide margin. 					
Demand for labels in the country experienced relatively strong gains durLabel Demand			
902 1456 2135
ing the 2005-2010 period, when overall economic growth was stronger. By Application Method:					
		Pressure Sensitive		
255
520 905
Since then, gains have moderated due to the economic slowdown in the
		Glue-Applied			
540
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country.
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Demand for labels in Russia is projected to increase 2.5 percent per year By Material:					
		Paper			
670 1010 1400 1960 2680
to more than 1.5 billion square meters in 2020. This will represent a 		 Plastic & Other			
232
446 735 1215 1935
continuation of the slow growth seen in the last five years, brought on 					
by
significant slowdowns in manufacturing activity and sluggish economic % India				
9.1 10.0 10.9 12.3 14.0
growth resulting from generally low oil and natural gas prices. How- Asia/Pacific Label Demand		
9864 14514 19537 25730 33075
ever, modest advances will be prompted by rising local production of
Source: The Freedonia Group
label-intensive consumer products and processed food and beverages.
In addition, Russia’s relatively large urban population will continue to
benefit label demand, as people living in large cities generally consume
more packaged goods than their rural counterparts.
Table 5-5 | Germany: Label Demand by Market (million square meters)
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Glue-applied labels have maintained a more prominent market position
in Russia than they have in many other countries. Pressure sensitive Item 					
labels are expected to continue to cut into glue-applied labels’ share of
the market. Greater capital investment in the labeling sector will support
Label Demand			
growth for pressure sensitive labels, which are favored for their aesthetic Food					
and performance benefits in both traditional packaging applications and Beverages			
in emerging uses such as information technology and electronic security Chemicals			
labeling. Russia will also see greater use of less developed label applica- Pharmaceuticals			
tion methods such as sleeve and in-mold labels, which will benefit from Durable Goods			
Other Markets			
their superior graphics capabilities designed to catch consumers’ eyes.

Source: The Freedonia Group
©2017 The Freedonia Group. All rights reserved.

Table 3-4 | Global Glue-Applied Label Demand by Region
(million square meters)

• Determine your market & sales potential
• Learn more about industry competitors
• Assess new products & technologies
• Identify firms to merge with or acquire
• Complement your research & planning
• Gather data for presentations
• Confirm your own internal data
• Make better business decisions
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Global Glue-Applied Label Demand
North America:			
		United States			
		 Canada & Mexico		
Western Europe			
Asia/Pacific:			
		China			
		Japan			
		 Other Asia/Pacific		
Central & South America		
Eastern Europe			
Africa/Mideast			
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2010 2015 2020 2025
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This study can help you:

Source: The Freedonia Group

For complete details on any study visit www.freedoniagroup.com
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Related Studies
Retail E-Commerce Packaging
Market in the US
US demand for retail e-commerce packaging is
forecast to expand 8.6 percent per year through
2020 to $3.7 billion. Boxes, labels, and mailers will
pose the most rapid growth. The largest market for
e-commerce packaging is traditional e-commerce retailers, dominated by Amazon, which accounted for 42
percent of demand in 2015. The study offers historical
data plus forecasts for 2020 and 2025 by product,
market and application. This study also details the
market environment, analyzes the industry structure,
and evaluates company market share.

#3472............. November 2016............... $4900

World Pressure Sensitive Tapes
Global demand for pressure sensitive tapes is forecast to rise 4.3 percent yearly to 53.4 billion square
meters in 2020. Carton sealing tape will still account
for the majority of demand, but specialty tapes will
register faster growth. The Asia/Pacific region will still
post above average gains. This study assesses the
43.3 billion square meter world pressure sensitive
tapes market, with forecasts (2020, 2025) for supply
and demand, plus demand by type and material, in 6
regions and 20 countries. The study also evaluates
company market share and profiles global players.

#3447............... October 2016................. $6300

Pressure Sensitive Tapes
US demand for pressure sensitive tapes is projected
to increase 5.3 percent annually to $9.3 billion in
2019. Double-sided, masking and adhesive transfer
tapes will be the fastest growing major products. The
building and construction market will enjoy the most
rapid increases. This study analyzes the $7.2 billion
US pressure sensitive tape industry, with forecasts
for 2019 and 2024 by material, product and market.
The study also considers market environment factors,
details raw material usage, and profiles industry
competitors.

#3361............. December 2015............... $5300

Labels
US label demand will rise 3.8 percent annually to
$19.7 billion in 2019. In-mold, stretch sleeve and
heat-shrink labels will grow the fastest. Digital printing will continue to displace traditional label printing
methods. Primary packaging will remain the largest
function, while secondary labeling and mailing/shipping labels will pace gains. This study analyzes the
$16.3 billion US label industry, with forecasts for 2019
and 2024 by material, application method, printing
technology, and function. The study also evaluates
company market share and profiles industry players.
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Freedonia’s methods
• Establishing consistent economic & market forecasts
• Using input/output ratios, flow charts & other economic methods
		 to quantify data
• Employing in-house analysts who meet stringent quality standards
• Interviewing key industry participants, experts & end users
• Researching a proprietary database that includes trade publications,
		 government reports & corporate literature

About The Freedonia Group
The Freedonia Group is a leading international industry market research company that
provides its clients with information and analysis needed to make informed strategic
decisions for their businesses. Studies help clients identify business opportunities,
develop strategies, make investment decisions and evaluate opportunities and threats.
Freedonia research is designed to deliver unbiased views and reliable outlooks to
assist clients in making the right decisions. Freedonia capitalizes on the resources of its
proprietary in-house research team of experienced economists, professional analysts,
industry researchers and editorial groups. Freedonia covers a diverse group of
industries throughout the United States and other world markets. Industries analyzed
by Freedonia include:
Automotive & Transport • Chemicals • Construction & Building Products • Consumer
Goods • Energy & Petroleum • Industrial Components • Healthcare & Life Sciences
• Machinery & Equipment • Metals, Minerals & Glass • Packaging • Plastics & Other
Polymers • Security • Services • Textiles & Nonwovens • Water Treatment

The Freedonia Group is a division of MarketResearch.com

About MarketResearch.com
With offices in London, New York City, and Washington D.C., MarketResearch.com
is the leading provider of global market intelligence products and services. With
research reports from more than 720 top consulting and advisory firms,
MarketResearch.com offers instant online access to the world’s most extensive database of expert insights on industries, companies, products, and trends.
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